
Playoff Information
Teams have been advised of the 3 game played requirement for player to be eligible to play in the
playoffs. If in doubt, please contact Aimee.

Home Team for your 3 game Round Robin is determined by a coin toss.

No game can end in a tie so the standard SPN playoff tie breaker method will be used to determine a
winner ... Extra inning has one out and the last batter from the previous inning goes to 2nd base as a
runner and game continues.

With the possibility of any game having to play extra innings, we ask for speedy on and off the field by
players for all games so that no significant delays happen.

Should inclement weather cancel any games, it is the League's intent - if at all possible - to reschedule
the games so you get your 3 playoff games played. This could require a different game night rather than
your standard evening or an extension past the Sep 19th final date.

Should standings have ties after the 3rd game of the round robin playoff, this is the SPN method that is
used to determine who is eliminated and who moves on to the Semis- and Finals.
If 2 teams are tied with same Win/Loss record....head to head result is 1st tie-breaker.
In a 4-team group, it is possible to have 3 teams tied at 2-1...in which case, head to head cannot be used.
The tie-breakers would be:
1. +/- (using the +/- 7 used by BRECS)
2. "actual" +/- (if a team wins 25-10...the actual +/- is +15)
3. total runs scored

there's a few more, ending with a coin flip....but usually the above will resolve any ties....

(Note BRECS uses the +/- runs for and against to settle ties for the season schedule.)

After your 3 game round robin, top team gets a bye to the Final. Teams placing 2nd and 3rd play in a
Semi-Final with winner going on to the Final. Team placing 4th is eliminated.
Semi-Final and Final are on the same night so back to back game involved for the Semi-Final winner.

Although we are now in playoffs and the competitive nature of players may increase, we ask you to
remember our objective is "Fun & Fellowship".


